When we know a man to be a charming' poet, a novelist of unique quality, or an essayist of the first rank, we think of him with admiration, not wholly unmixed with envy ; but when he is all three, and a professor of anatomy as well, we cannot help feeling that he is one of Nature's favoured children, to whom she has given more than his fair share of the good things of the intellectual life. Our ideas are all specialised now?large factories and the division of labour have done it ; and while we respect a man for doing one thing well, we feel our mediocrity wronged when he succeeds equally, or almost equally well in two or three departments.
first, that if our more gifted fellow-mortal does more than his fair share of the world's intellectual work it atones in some degree for the stupidity and laziness which cause our tale of the bricks of thought to be so much smaller than it should be ; secondly, that 
